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WHAT Dynasty of Desire used to be IT in regards to the girls OF THE MONCRIEF CLAN?What
used to be their mysterious energy over men? What was once it that thrust them onto the heart
of the world's degree - that fatefully certain them up within the boldest company of the
nineteenth century: the herculean effort, first by way of the French, then via the Americans, to
construct the could Panama Canal opposed to man's and nature's so much anxious odds?This
is the saga of the beautiful, passionate Moncrief sisters. Petra and Darcie, and their daughters.
it's a tale of unusual events, of darkish secrets, of sister opposed to sister, of affection fulfilled
and love denied.It is the tale of the failure and rebirth of a dream that used to be the scandal
and the respect of an age. It is, such a lot of all, the tale of 4 Dynasty of Desire unforgettable
women, suffering to forge a...DYNASTY OF wish
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